
Use micropad fiber or tatter to apply COLORWAX™ 365 

on to the floor. Normally two coat application is sufficient 

but if substrate is porous, a third coat may be applied 

after the second coat completely dry, approximately 15 to 

20 minutes. appearance of COLORWAX™ 365 is sheen. 

More shine can be obtained by surface polishing with 

scrubber machine.

Consumption varies depending on substrate and on 

condition of substrate

DESCRIPTION

Concrete floors

Polyurethane screed floors

Pyrotiles

Concrete floors with floor hardener finish

Polished concrete

Clay tiles

Parquet floor

Wood furniture

Flower pot

SURFACE PREPARATION

INSTALLATION

AVERAGE CONSUMPTION

PACKAGING

The floor should have a mechanical strength of at 

least 210 ksc(cyl)

Clean the surface with water to remove dirt and oil 

traces,and let the surface completely dry.

The surface moisture should be less than 7%

3.5 L/pail

4 pail/Carton box

Specific gravity   1.01 - 1.02 kg/L
Odor    Mild acrylic odor
Solid content   25%
Ph    6.5 - 7.5
Boiling point   100°C
Slippery    None
Water resistance    Excellent
Powdering resistance   Excellent
Detergent resistance   Excellent
Removability   Possible
Film    Yes
VOCs    < 11
QUV test    Normal, non changed

MAIN PROPERTIES

HEALTH & SAFETY

Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) available upon request. 

COLORWAX™ 365 is a colored wax acrylic base floor sealer to 

provide a very nice and uniform floor. Suitable for new floor and 

refurbishment of aged concrete.
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Charcoal

Lava

Pearl

Sapphire

Peach

44.62 m2/pail/ 2 coats

40 g/m2/coat

Low odor

Easy and quick to install

Prevent water and oil to penetrate into the substrate

quickly, to easier to remove water and oil

Give good floor repellency

Rejuvenate old floor, pop up high gloss appearance with

dry buffing

Excellent adhesion to substrate

Overcoating and recoating possible

Excellent dust proofing property

Good value product

*

*

RECOMMENDED USES

TECHNICAL PROPERTIES

Peanut

Maroon

Forest

Mustard

TRAFFICABILITY

12 hours  foot traffic

24 hours  normal use

STORAGE AND SHELF LIFE

1 year 
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Above datas are given for information only, based on our testing and experience.  As the product may perform differently depending on some factors like, substrate, temperature, 

moisture in the air, wind conditions.  We strongly recommend users to test a small quantity of the product at the actual job site to prevent any wastage. Roca10 is continously working on 

Research and Development to improve the product, therefore we reserves the right to change the datas if needed. Users should check and always refer to the latest update version of the

www.roca10.com

COLORED WAX FLOOR SEALER 
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